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Hi all,  

Are you looking for more resources about the upcoming eclipse 
to share? Here are some very helpful links for you to explore.  

    h ps://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/   

 h ps://nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/download‐view.cfm?
 Doc_ID=588 

 h ps://buffaloeclipse.org/ 

      …..and don’t forget  

   h p://buffaloastronomy.com/ 





Observatory Report 

 Well it looks like Spring has sprung a leak? Lots of rain in the forecast. But 

the good news is we seem to get an occasional really good night. Let's hope we 

get a really good dry summer again this year.  

Observatory updates: 

 The Rail Guards are off and will stay off ll next November.  We will have to 

figure out some way of securing them to the rails as the high winds this winter 

managed to dislodge some of the "lighter ones" (a er trying to li  one off, you 

would think they would stay put). Will have to ponder the problem ‐ have ll No‐

vember to figure it out. 

 So ware Upgrades:  We now have The SkyX installed and almost up and 

running. Hopefully by the me this is 

published we will have all the bugs 

worked out. Dith‐ ering with the ST‐

9 is now much eas‐ ier, as we say in 

my family "all's you got to do is"  

figure it out. (key words for:  you 

are in for lots of "fun"). As usual 

there is a STEEP learning curve in 

ge ng it all set up and running. Took me a good year or so to get CCDSo  and 

The Sky 6 up and dependable. Now that I have lots of computer savvy help life will 

be much easier. (maybe ‐ LOL) 

 Tues Night at the Observatory will con nue as usual on M/T/W nights 

whichever is clearest. Stay tuned to the egroups, or let me know and I will include 

you on the "Tue Night" email list. Due to the trip to NEAF, several of our members 

now have new cooled one shot color cameras that we intend to use on "Tues 

Nights".  I expect that we should be ge ng some excellent images over this sum‐

mer as we perfect our imaging and processing techniques. We had the opportuni‐

ty to test out Mike P's ASI1600 camera on the NP101. Imaged M51,  

and Comet 41P 



  

 



 

 

Reminder:  On cloudy "Tuesday nights", we s ll show up. One of the goals 

we will be automa ng our cameras for imaging the Solar Eclipse. For those with 

Canon or Nikon cameras, there is a program called Eclipse Orchestrator that will 

automate your im‐ aging! We also have 

extra canon DSLR serial cable releases 

that you will need when using the pro‐

gram. Will be a good me to learn 

about how to im‐ age the eclipse as 

well. Keep in mind you only have 2min 

45sec max to view the eclipse. Knowing 

how awesome it is, you want to spend 

all your me looking at it and not through your camera! Best to learn all about 

what to do and prac ce it LONG before August 21! 

 

On another note, I had a clear day and tried to image the Sun, found it blank 

and boring in H‐alpha and White light, so I decided to try Venus as it had just 

moved into the morning sky and was leading the Sun. Polar Alignment was done 

by parking my scope and telling it to go to the Sun, then using the alt and az ad‐

justments for my mount, I then centered the Sun. Alignment was good enough to 

find Venus easily. Here is the result! 

8/21/2017 



 
 

Loaner Scopes ‐ The Observatory has several loaner scopes you can 

check out for 4 weeks at a me. We have a Celestron 8" on a tracking 

German Equatorial Mount and a 6" Dobson. If you wish to borrow one of 

these scope's see Daniel Marcus on a "Tues" night.  
 

 

 

 

 

See you at the Observatory 

Daniel Marcus 
 

 

 



Curious Anomalies: Cosmic Voids 
By 

Randy Boswell 

 Astronomers have discovered curious anomalies in the universe: huge re‐

gions thousands of light‐years across with few to no galaxies. Researchers call 

these regions cosmic voids and they have been found sca ered throughout the 

universe.  

 The largest of these regions was found in the direc on of the constella on 

Eridanus. Known as the Eridanus Supervoid, its discovery happened by accident. 

Researchers opera ng the Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope in New Mexi‐

co chanced upon looking in the direc on of WMAP 

cold spot. I.e., an area in the map of the cosmic 

background radia on (CMBR) constructed by 

NASA’s WMAP satellite (Wilkinson Microwave An‐

istropy Probe) that was colder than the average 

temperature of the CMBR. What they found was that this region’s temperature 

was unusually colder than previously thought. The VLA received scant radio 

sources from an area encompassing about a billion light‐years across or approxi‐

mately 280 megaparsecs. This differed from previous op cal surveys of the skies 

that found voids no larger than 80 megaparsecs wide. The reason being that 

these op cal observa ons did not take in or study as large an area as the radio 

telescopes. The scarcity of radio sources suggested that there was a lack of gal‐

axies or galaxy clusters in that region since radio sources are indica ve of the 

mass. Also, the colder temperature of the CMBR suggested the absence of dark 



ma er.  

 Cosmic voids are thought to have arisen from baryon acous c oscilla ons 

at the me of the Big Bang. I.e., the collapses of the mass of ordinary ma er 

(baryonic) followed by the implosions of this compressed ma er. These were in 

the form of small anisotropies, i.e., non‐homogenous distribu ons. During the 

course of me these anisotropies grew in scale, along with the voids surround‐

ing them. This is believed to have resulted in the large‐scale voids that are ob‐

served.   

 Another aspect to cosmic voids is that astronomers think that the colder 

spots in the CMBR are correlated with them. The leading explana on for this is 

the integrated Sachs‐Wolfe or ISW effect. Devised in the late 1960’s, the idea is 

that a large void acts as a type of distor ng lens, making por ons of the CMBR 

looks cooler than their true temperatures. The concept is that when light travels 

through a void its frequency decreases and shi s towards the red and cooler 

por on of the spectrum. The proposed reason for this is that as the light travels 

through the void it loses energy due to the expansion of the universe, and as 

the surrounding ma er has spread out by the me the light leaves the void, the 

gravita onal force pulling on the photons is less than when the light entered the 

void and hence the loss of energy.  

 Regarding this, observa onal data appears to show a connec on. Astrono‐

mers have studied 100 voids and have found an average change of temperature 

of 10 millionths of a Kelvin  cooler in the CMBR. A small difference, but enough 

to show a correla on according to astronomers.  



 Paradoxically, the study of cosmic voids is significant to the understanding of 

the evolu on of the physical universe. An important example of this is the subject 

of dark energy. E.g., cosmic voids are like bubbles in the universe that respond to 

factors affec ng the universe’s structure. It is widely believed that dark energy is 

driving the accelerated expansion of the universe. Regarding this, it is thought 

that the changes in the shape of cosmic voids are due in part to the expansion of 

the universe. Therefore, by studying the changing shapes of voids over me as‐

tronomers hope to understand more the impact dark energy has on the dynamics 

of the universe. End. 
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 VLA Telescope,  

New Mexico. 

Image by kimjew 



2017 BAA Dinner Banquet 
Saturday, April 22 at 6:00pm 

The Muleskinner and the Stars 
 

 
The story of  

Milton La Salle Humason  

Ronald L. Voller, author of The Muleskinner and 

the Stars, enjoying the evening with Mike and 

Alan.  Ronald shared stories and photographs not 

found in the book. He discussed his research to 

bring the Milton LaSalle’s valuable contribu on 

to astronomy to light. It is a fascina ng story and 

well worth the read.   



Scenes from the 2017 BAA Dinner Banquet  

Mike Anzalone, BAA President and Chief    

Photographer of the Spectrum Interna onal 

Photography Department and Roland Rupp, 

College of Fellows with Michael Humphrey  

recipient of the BAA College of Fellows 2017 

Achievement Award.  















The Buffalo Astronomical Association Proudly Presents:  

 Thanks to  

everyone who participated in the 2017  

Astronomy Day at the BMoS. The  

museum staff was very excited and pleased 
about the enthusiasm and participation of 

the BAA members and friends. The  

attendees reported they had a great time,  

received great information, and had lots of 
fun!   

The final count was over 850 visitors!  

 

Not bad for a slow museum weekend.  

      

Solar Eclipse Image courtesy of NASA   























Night Sky Star Charts 
  Buffalo Night Sky  

 

 Beaver Meadow Public Night  

 

 Wilson Star Search  
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BAA Officers and General Informa on 

Location / Time of Meetings: BAA meetings are held on the 2nd Friday of the month from September to 
June starting at 7:30pm. Our meetings are held in room C122 of the Classroom Building at the Buffalo 
State Campus. See map below, building 35. 




